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...With flying colours!

Some pictures of current
events!

...And so it begins!
After only 10 days into the capacity of Chief Instructor, the
Dutchess passed the annual RYA inspection for Greek Sails
Poros Yachting Academy with flying colours!
Before the inspection of 2017, an enormous update of the
school paperwork was done, ranging from manuals, reports,
organisation, and training material. The tuition yachts were
also improved upon. This year, we are very pleased to have
yet again added some great updates to deliver high-quality
RYA courses and other training weeks with Poros Yachting
Academy for all our students.
As the new Chief Instructor for Greek Sails Poros Yachting
Academy, the Dutchess succeeded in achieving, 2nd time
in a row but this time officially, an inspection report with
zero negative remarks and only a few friendly suggestions
on improvements for upcoming RYA regulations!
This achievement was only made by hard work, lots of
preparation, a great team and the motto that makes this
all possible:

Season has started! What a great season we have ahead of
us! Kicking off with several school boats and great training
weeks, the early season weather is treating us to clear sunny
skies and the regular sea-breeze, but also the instability of
warm- and cold fronts, squalls, thunder and other exciting
weather phenomenon which adds to the excitement,
adventure and to the training! And let’s not forget, the
breathtakingly beautiful sunsets in the Aegean. Picture
above is from Angistri, overlooking the Corinth canal. Can
it get better than this?!
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A little treat for you and for me...

...and off we go! Out for some seriously exciting and
rewarding teaching trips, awesome skippered charters and
just having an absolute blast on the water!

Skipper Swede managed to get his hands on the sewing
machine of his (current) dreams, a SailRite Ultrafeed LSZ-1.
So as pointed out in February’s newsletter, santa did indeed
show up early! And with that, a whole abundance of bags
has been produced and more will come. Check our FB page
and next newsletters for updates!

Skipper Swede took this picture of the Dutchess on our
second tuition yacht ‘Thalatta’ (The Sea in Greek) as we
were on our way to Nea Ephidavros, delivering a grand total
of 6 RYA Day Skipper courses in early April.
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